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Introduction and background

The Institute of Design at the Illinois Institute of Technology and Aaron
Marcus collaborated during a week-long course in order to further the
design of the Health Machine, a mobile application conceived by Aaron
Marcus and Associates. The Story Machine, the Health Machine, the Green
Machine and the Money Machine are a series of existing mobile application
concepts designed using Information Design and Persuasive Design
principles in order to produce meaningful and beneficial behavior changes
on the part of their users.
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The busy urban professionals today are subject to multiple problems. They
exhibit high levels of stress due to excessive work, time crunch, competitiveness, and financial instability. An adverse effect of this situation is the
utter neglect for health and food. Eating food is often perceived as a waste
of time. Food is eaten at irregular times, They resort to unhealthy food that is
easily available and affordable. They shy away from cooking food. Maintaining a healthy lifestyle by eating right seems to be a herculean task for these
people.
There are numerous fitness applications available today that help these individuals monitor their health by quantifying what they eat and their physical
activity in terms of calories. The act of constantly having to record and calculate is a tedious and a time consuming one. Another shortcoming of these
tools are, though they successfully help you analyze the nutritional components of the food you ingest, they don’t look at the qualitative, emotional
effects food has on people. Eating food is an emotional experience. Eating
the right kind of food in the right manner can make one happy, energized,
and create a sense of wellbeing. Our objective is to change people’s outlook
towards eating food, from a time consuming activity to an enriching essential experience of life that deserves to be enjoyed and appreciated.
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Through this project, as documented in this paper, we attempt to induce
happier, healthier, and smarter eating habits to the busy urban professionals by using Persuasion Design Methods. We attempt to attract people
towards this cause, get them to start by taking small steps, and help them
maintain and grow the healthy habits. We will begin by inducing short-term
behavior change and eventually provoke long-term behavior change.
Our design intervention would give:
• Relevant recommendations based on an individual’s subjective needs.
(eg. Available time, preferred budget, preferred cuisine, calorific content
etc).
• Encourage people to share their emotional experiences of eating healthy
food.
• Compare their healthiness and happiness to other people in their network to learn from them.
• Ways to easily record and monitor your health.

Vision

We will help busy, young professionals in Chicago downtown to eat smarter
by preventing bad eating habits due to stress and lack of time.
Many young professionals in Chicago work hours on end behind computers, have inactive lifestyles, and carry high level of stress. While food and
eating should be an enjoyable, important part of their daily life, the activity
is often overlooked as a wasted time from doing more important work, and
many people struggle to keep a healthy lifestyle. We shall help busy, young
professionals to eat smarter by preventing bad eating habits due to stress
and lack of time.
￼￼￼￼￼￼￼￼￼￼￼￼￼￼￼￼￼￼￼￼￼
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bitewise

Bitewise

What is bitewise?

Bitewise is a mobile application that encourages people to adopt healthier
lifestyle. Bitewise helps people to recognize the correlation and pattern
between their eating habits and emotional state, and to share these experiences and tips.

Who will use bitewise?

Young professionals in urban areas who want to keep healthy diet and lifestyle while juggling lots of responsibilities and social activities.

How does bitewise work?
•
•
•
•

Provides recommendations and tips about healthy, happy, and conscious food choices
Connects your friends and network of people to share delicious and
healthy food experiences
Share your food choices and related mood changes as well as exploring
those of your friends and network
Assess your progress of well-being against your friends and network
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bitewise
What is unique in bitewise?

Bitewise helps you measure the emotional and qualitative aspect of eating
the right kind of food along with the caloric or quantified aspect of eating
the right food. The happy meter (orange) is a measure of how happy the food
made you feel, while the healthy meter (blue) is a measure of how healthy
the food is for your body.

HEALTHY METER

HAPPY METER

Quantitative tracking
of health & diet

Qualitative tracking
of emotion
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Persona 1:

“I want to be healthy, but I have no time!”

Leslie, 27

My Environment

Corporate Finance Lawyer
Caucasian
Lincoln Park, Chicago
Lives alone, has a boyfriend
J.D. at Northwestern University
School of Law

- Working circumstances, organization’s culture or customs
I have heavy workload and long hours - I often work late nights and some
weekends.
I am starting to face more clients which can be stressful and tiring.
I don’t cook much at home and seldom have time for breakfast.
Many people at work end up eating at their desks because they’re working
on their computers.

My Objectives

My Behaviors

- Needs, desires, or job
responsibilities
I want to keep a healthy diet but
don’t know where to start
My schedule is hectic and
irregular, so I can’t invest a lot of
time to shop for groceries or prep
food at home
I want to be focused on my
career and be able to manage the
pressure
The doctor advised me to keep a
regular schedule of sleeping and
to eat breakfast every morning
in order to reduce my headaches
and tiredness.

- Characteristics, psychographics, expectations, or usage patterns
I need to travel a lot for work
I end up eating heavy/unhealthy food when on business trips or meeting
clients
I often stay up late to read a lot of documents and prepare for meetings
Sometimes my lunch wouldn’t happen until p.m. when I have a lot of email
correspondence or urgent cases to take care of.

Design Implications

- Efficiency, learnability, satisfaction
Provide tips to make small, incremental changes for healthy diet while
keeping up with busy lifestyle.
Help plan and access regular, balanced meals that can be purchased and
prepared in minimal time.
Help keep track and find correlation between her diet and symptoms of
headaches and tiredness
Give reminders to eat and sleep at a regular schedule.
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Persona 2:

“I need to be healthy and save money for my upcoming baby.”

Jen, 29

My Environment

Korean
South Loop, Chicago
Lives with her husband
Master of Architecture at Illinois
Institute of Technology

- Working circumstances, organization’s culture or customs
I have been working very hard to build her career for 4 years at her current
architecture firm and recently found out that I’m pregnant which was not
expected.
My work schedule fluctuates a lot depending on project deadlines and often
need to work long hours on computer
There’s a big drinking culture at my work
Not many people bring lunches to my work

My Objectives

My Behaviors

- Needs, desires, or job
responsibilities
I want to keep a healthy lifestyle
to care for my upcoming baby
I want to know what would be the
best diet during my pregnancy
I need a way to manage my stress
and pressure from hectic work
schedule
I need to save money to prepare
for the extra expenses I will have
once I have a baby

- Characteristics, psychographics, expectations, or usage patterns
I’m an active blogger with 1500 followers on my photography blog. Now that
I’m pregnant and busy, I get tired easily and haven’t posted for few weeks.
I started buying mostly organic and less processed foods for my baby’s
health and noticed they are much more expensive.
My husband and I try to cook together in the evenings and make extras to
take as our lunch the next day.
I’ve consulted with my doctor about my diet, but I’m still not sure what the
best options are and have been looking up tips from various websites and
blogs.

Design Implications

- Efficiency, learnability, satisfaction
Connect users to like-minded people and enable easy sharing of experience
and tips
Give reminders to prompt brief exercise during long work hours or to track
food & fluid intake
Provide easy and fast interface to input diet and mood changes
Pull information about sales and deals on healthy foods and direct them to
relevant users.
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Persona 3:

“I should be more careful about my eating habits in order to get rid of
my digestion problem.”

Arun, 24
Developer
Indian
Logan Square, Chicago
Lives with roommates from college
Bachelor of Computer Science at
University of Illinois Chicago

My Environment

- Working circumstances, organization’s culture or customs
I work full-time as a developer during the day at Agility Networks and have a
second job at a Ben & Jerry’s in the evening to make extra cash.
My work provides lunch for the employees and I usually eat a lot with my
coworkers so I don’t have to pay a lot for dinner.
I’ve been getting stomach aches due to irregular diet and drinking a lot of
soda.

My Objectives

- Needs, desires, or job
responsibilities
I’ve been working hard at my first
job for the last two years, and
I’m looking for a new opportunity
which will offer a higher salary.
I don’t want to spend a lot of
money on food, but recently felt
the need to improve my eating
habits.
I’m all for things that are quick
and easy.

My Behaviors

- Characteristics, psychographics, expectations, or usage patterns
I eat a lot of ice cream while working at Ben & Jerry’s and often pick up $2
frozen fries for dinner with my roommates to save money.
I take buses to work and rarely eat breakfast at home due to my long
commute.
For about 3 days out of the week, I’ve been working late til 2AM to do a lot of
coding in order to apply for a certification.
I can’t live without internet and I’m always on Facebook.

Design Implications

- Efficiency, learnability, satisfaction
Use SNS and games to incentivize healthy eating and to compare progress
against friends.
Offer a recommendation service to find affordable healthy restaurants by
location, calorie, price, and time.
Make it fun and easy to share what users eat on a daily basis through which
they will learn about new healthy foods, recipes, and restaurants.
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User Scenarios:
Leslie was in a rush to get to the office this morning and realized she

Stress
Time
Money

Stress
Time
Money

forgot to bring her Greek yogurt and apple for breakfast again. She wondered where she could grab something healthy, fast, and portable on her
way to work. She reached out for her phone and opened Bitewise app for a
quick search. She set the slider bar for something low in calorie and which
will take little time to pick up, and the app gave her several options around
the area. Fox & Obel sounded like a safe bet. She pulled up in the 15 minute
parking zone and hurried into the store. Although she was tempted by the
smell of fresh coffee and muffins, Bitewise showed her excellent reviews for
their Green Machine fresh vegetable juice which will keep her energized and
focused throughout the day. Leslei quickly picked up the juice and still managed to get into her office on time. She felt ready to start her big day of client
meetings and presentation.

Jen could not find a satisfactory answer on what foods she should be eating
for a healthy pregnancy. After a mind-boggling online search and reading
through conflicting opinions from various websites and blogs, she decided
to ask Bitewise. Jen had recently joined the group of Soon-to-Be Moms on
Bitewise, so she posted a question to the group and also made it visible
to her friends on Facebook. In the matter of few minutes, she started getting suggestions for super foods that other women found to be delicious,
healthy, and convenient. Since Jen is a vegetarian, she could also easily sort
out the non-vegetarian items using the tags on their entries. She actually
found the replies from her friends even more helpful because they knew
what kind of food she loves. Jen’s friend Lisa who recently had a baby posted
a recipe of Pregnancy Protein Cocktail which blends in yogurt, peanut butter,
berries, almond, milk, banana, and honey and other healthy ingredients.
Jen’s found an army of handy helpers who will keep her up to date on affordable healthy diet through her very first pregnancy.
Arun complained about the occasional stomach aches to his friend Darren

Stress
Time
Money

when they met up for lunch last weekend. Being a health nut, Darren talked
Arun into downloading the Bitewise app and sent him a challenge to beat
his ‘healthy meter’ in five weeks. Arun was undefeated among his friends in
computer games and is quite competitive, so he was intrigued by this challenge. After all, Arun and Darren had a chance to win the Bulls game tickets
if they both reached 80% level before the five weeks. Yesterday, Bitewise
push notification showed him a recipe for a chicken and rice dish which requires only ten minutes to make. Since Bitewise told him he could buy cheap
ingredients at the grocery store around the corner, Arun made a stop on his
way home and tried making the dish at home. It was surprisingly easy! Arun
took a photo of his masterpiece and uploaded it on Bitewise with a few tags:
healthy, quick, cheap, and protein. Darren immediately sent Arun a virtual
thumbs-up. Arun was excited to get one step closer to winning the Bulls
game with Darren, and was also determined to beat Darren in five weeks
because that will double Arun’s ‘healthy meter.’
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Initial Information Architecture:

*Body Metric
(weight, BMI)

MY CONDITION

*Nutritional Value

(carbs, proteins, fats)

*Mood Scale
(food, fitness)

*Time Scale
(day, fitness)

*Future Diet & Emotion
Prediction
(history & comparison)

MY FUTURE

*Goal Setting
*Action Plan

MY TIPS

*Tips For Goal Setting
*Reminders To Eat
Slower
*Ways To Savor &
Enjoy Your Meal
*Foods That Match/
Enhance Your Mood
*Feel Good Exercise
*Health Yelp!

MY COMMUNITY

*Social Comparison
*Rating Performance
of Friends/Community
*Sharing

Bitewise IA

*21 Day Challenge

MY CHALLENGE
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*Rewards

(Online/Physical)

Bitewise Concept Map:

Body Metrics

Sign Up

Goal Setting
Edit

Profile

Reports View

News Feed

Social

Bitewise
Measure
Share

Search

Healthy
Happy

People
Time

Compare

Trend
Ask

Setting

Shopping List
Eat Out
Daily Plan
Weekly Plan
Recipes

We choose the three aspects
Share, Compare, and Ask to explore further
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Main Functions:
Sign Up

- Body Metrics
- Goal Setting

Profile

- Profile page of the user
- Shows biometric measurements
- Calorie Counter
- Goal settings
- Happy Healthy Meter
- Your food experience

Social

- News Feed
- Friends Profile
- Search
- Challenge friends

Share

- Click a photo
- Rate food
- Tag food
- Share the recipe
- Share with everyone

Compare

- Compare happy and healthy index
with respect to people, time, trend
- Assess results

Ask

- Ask a question in the following
daily plan, eat out, cook, grocery, exercise
- Get tips and recommendations based on
price, time and calorie.
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Concept Design:
Sign Up:
Welcome to bitewise! The first thing
the app requires you to do is to
express the biggest factors that prevent you from eating healthy food.
This helps the app understand you
and your concerns better. The factors are Time, Stress and Price. The
next step involves setting your goal.
You can specify whether you want
to lose, gain or maintain your current weight. Once you submit these
details, the app will take you to your
profile page
Body Metrics
Time Frame
Exercise

Goal
Setting

Profile:
This page is your profile which
contains a collection of all your food
experiences you have shared. It also
displays your personal dashboard
which keeps a tab of your calorific
intake along with your current happiness and healthiness index.
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Concept Design:
Social:
This function of the app shows you
the newsfeed and friends profiles
which have their food experiences.
The friends who rate highly on the
happy and healthy index receive star
badges. These badges are visible on
your friends list and their respective
profiles.

Newsfeed shows collection of
various food experiences shared by
people. These can be sorted based
on mood or food. The mood tab will
let you select your desired mood,
and electing a specific mood will find
food experiences that enhance or
create that mood.
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Concept Design:
Ask:

Step 1: Select Category

Step 2: Select Criteria

Step 3: Eat Out

Step 4: Menu

Got questions? You reach this page when
you select the ask function. This page lets
you select among the following categories of
recommendations:
4. Grocery
1. Daily plan
5. Exercise
2. Eat out
3. Cook

If you choose Eat out, Our app will
recommend you where you can eat healthy
food based on the criteria you selected.
These recommendations for eating out are
shown on a map and gives you option to
order your food on the way to the restaurant.
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This page recommends the appropriate
match for you based on your preferred caloric
content, price sensitivity, and time available
for the task.

Selecting a restaurant would lead you to
certain food items that the app recommends
on the menu. It would suggest its happy
and healthy index, calorific contents and
nutrients. Once an item on the menu is
selected, its caloric content automatically
gets logged into your calorie counter. you
can also choose to add that food experience
onto your profile page.

Concept Design:
Share:

This function helps you share your experiences about food.
You can upload a photo of the food experience you had. You can use the
sliders to express the how healthy and happy you felt after eating the food.
The (i) sign at the corner of the image lets you add meta data about the food
(e.g. caloric content, recipe, etc). You can also add more tags about the attributes of the food e.g. energetic, lively, relaxing, low carbs, cheap, etc.)
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Visual Design:
SHARE
Share food experiences.
Rate food on the healthy & happy index
Add tags about how this food made you feel
Add recipes & other meta data

Add recipe/meta data

Tag your food

Rate your food

Relevant Use Scenario:
Jen could not find a satisfactory answer on what foods she should be eating for
a healthy pregnancy. After a mind-boggling online search and reading through
conflicting opinions from various websites and blogs, she decided to ask Bitewise.
Jen had recently joined the group of Soon-to-Be Moms on Bitewise, so she posted
a question to the group and also made it visible to her friends on Facebook. In the
matter of few minutes, she started getting suggestions for super foods that other
women found to be delicious, healthy, and convenient. Since Jen is a vegetarian,
she could also easily sort out the non-vegetarian items using the tags on their
entries. She actually found the replies from her friends even more helpful because
they knew what kind of food she loves. Jen’s friend Lisa who recently had a baby
posted a recipe of Pregnancy Protein Cocktail which blends in yogurt, peanut butter, berries, almond, milk, banana, and honey and other healthy ingredients. Jen’s
found an army of handy helpers who will keep her up to date on affordable healthy
diet through her very first pregnancy.
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Visual Design:
ASK
Get recommendations based on your
preferences
Question options- Daily plan, Eat out, Cook,
Exercise, Grocery
Preferences- Calorie count, Price, Time

Relevant Use Scenario:
Leslie was in a rush to get to the office this morning and realized she forgot to bring
her Greek yogurt and apple for breakfast again. She wondered where she could grab
something healthy, fast, and portable on her way to work. She reached out for her
phone and opened Bitewise app for a quick search. She set the slider bar for something low in calorie and which will take little time to pick up, and the app gave her
several options around the area. Fox & Obel sounded like a safe bet. She pulled up
in the 15 minute parking zone and hurried into the store. Although she was tempted
by the smell of fresh coffee and muffins, Bitewise showed her excellent reviews
for their Green Machine fresh vegetable juice which will keep her energized and
focused throughout the day. Leslei quickly picked up the juice and still managed to
get into her office on time. She felt ready to start her big day of client meetings and
presentation.
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Visual Design:
COMPARE
Assess your own condition
Compare and learn from your friends
who are happy and healthy.

Compare journeys over time

Relevant Use Scenario:
Arun complained about the occasional stomach aches to his friend Darren when
they met up for lunch last weekend. Being a health nut, Darren talked Arun into
downloading the Bitewise app and sent him a challenge to beat his ‘healthy meter’
in five weeks. Arun was undefeated among his friends in computer games and is
quite competitive, so he was intrigued by this challenge. After all, Arun and Darren
had a chance to win the Bulls game tickets if they both reached 80% level before the
five weeks. Yesterday, Bitewise push notification showed him a recipe for a chicken
and rice dish which requires only ten minutes to make. Since Bitewise told him he
could buy cheap ingredients at the grocery store around the corner, Arun made a
stop on his way home and tried making the dish at home. It was surprisingly easy!
Arun took a photo of his masterpiece and uploaded it on Bitewise with a few tags:
healthy, quick, cheap, and protein. Darren immediately sent Arun a virtual thumbsup. Arun was excited to get one step closer to winning the Bulls game with Darren,
and was also determined to beat Darren in five weeks because that will double
Arun’s ‘healthy meter.’
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Next Steps
Using the user-centered design approach described above, we plan to
continue to improve the complete Health Machine development process and
further consider following opportunities:
Make measuring and input of data fast and easy through devices such as
Nike Fuel since people don’t want to manually type in data.
Create a virtual friend or incorporate celebrity advice so that users can follow
their idol and their healthy lifestyle.
Leverage relevant services such as Yelp and Spotify to increase motivation
from social interaction:
• Health Yelp
• Foodify (Food Spotify) - What are your friends eating? Eat, discover and
share with your friends. Create a platform in addition to mobile system,
which will allow more extensive usage e.g. monthly diet plan etc.
Create a point economy to incentivize users and invite more friends.
• Users will get points for 1) inviting friends, 2) initiating challenge, 3) accomplishing goals.
• Fantasy Foodball through score keeping of friends
Provide frequent contributor points/miles e.g. frequent mileage for airlines
Reward advocates who unlock badges with non-food-related rewards e.g.
Basketball game tickets, gym membership, athletic gears, things that encourage more exercise.
Facilitate sharing wisdom of like-minded people for communal improvement.
Enable various levels and options of privacy settings for controlled sharing
with doctors and family
Create fridge door that displays positive image and reminds user to keep
healthy diet.
Use music that changes moods to influence healthier eating experience.
Promote socialized eating (e.g. social seating SeatID) and help people to
plan more offline activities together (e.g. Supper club, lunch dates.)
Incorporate International Standards of Mood Indicator
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Conclusions

We aimed to incorporate information design and persuasion theory for
behavior change into a mobile phone application. This work on the Health
Machine project is current and ongoing, and was undertaken to demonstrate
the direction and process for such products and services.
Though the design is incomplete, we are willing to share the approach
and lessons learned, in the interest of helping promoting healthy and happy
eating habits and overcome challenges to the hectic urban lifestyle.
At this stage, we are seeking to persuade other design, health, and lifestyle
oriented companies, nonprofit organizations, and governmental groups to
consider similar development objectives. We hope that our process and
concept prototypes will inspire others, and that they benefit from the materials provided thus far.
Our long-term objective for the Health Machine is to develop a functional
working prototype, to test whether the application can actually persuade
people with tracking diet, monitoring the correlation with mood changes,
and sharing challenges, to adopt healthier eating habits and to pursue a
more balanced lifestyle under real use conditions over the long term. If the
theories are proven to be correct, this approach could have significant implications that will benefit millions of people in the United States and abroad.
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